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■

Introduction
.

Fire Pump Singapore Pte Ltd is the world's leading solution provider of solar
agriculture irrigation and water conservancy, professional manufacturer of solar pumping system,
solar pump and solar pumping inverter.the products have been applied to agriculture irrigation,
desert control, pasture animal husbandry, daily water supply, city waterscape, sea water
desalination and so on in over 100 countries and regions around the world.
The sustainable solar power gives the pumping system lots of advantages: work at the sunrise
and stop at the sunset, guard free, fossil energy free and city grid free. The system works
independently and provide a safe and reliable performance. The solar pumping system can work
with the drip irrigation, sprinkling irrigation, infiltrating irrigation systems to solve the farmland
irrigation problem. This can help improve the output of the farmland and save the water and energy
which means less cost of the traditional fuel and electric power. Therefore this is the most effective
way the use the clean energy instead of fossil fuel. The new application which fits the national
“resource saving, environment friendly, low-carbon and energy saving”development strategy is the
solution of global food and energy issue.

■ Introduction of Solar Pumping Systems.

Description:
Solar water pump adopts cutting-edge technology, which applies for domestic house supply,
agriculture and industrial use. What's more, we can also provide you with customer-made water
pump system, so that you can have the best-ever service. Our pumps vary in flow rate and head/lift
(we shall recommend to you the best solution based on your requirement). The flow rate and
head/lift are 1-200m³& 10-350m .
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1.Solar Cell Array
The solar array, an aggregation of many solar modules connected in series and in parallel,
absorbs sunlight radiation and converts it into electrical energy, providing dynamical power for the
whole system.
2.Solar Pumping Inverter
The pumping inverter controls and adjusts the system operation and converts the DC produced
by the solar cell array into AC to drive the pump, and adjusts the output frequency in real-time
according to the variation of sunlight intensity to realize the maximum power point tracking (MPPT).
Advantages are as follows:
1. Patented dynamic VI MPPT algorithm ensuring swift response and stable operation
2. Digital control, automatic operation, data collection and storage for up to 8 years, etc; 98%
conversion efficiency, complete protection
3. The system is free of any energy storage devices. Instead, the system stores water. As a
result,reliability is improved dramatically comparing to systems requiring energy storage (battery)
and at the same time greatly reducing construction and maintenance costs
3.Pump
Any three-phase pump is suitable for solar AC pumping system, pump powered by solar cell
arrays draws water from the deep wells or rivers and lakes and pours into the storage tank or
reservoir, or directly connects the irrigation system, fountain system, etc. According to the actual
system demand and installation condition, different types of pumps such as centrifugal pump, axial
flow pump, mixed flow pump or deep well pump can be used.

■ Solar water pump working schematic diagram
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■ Connecting diagram for example.
1)model:6SP30-12, 11KW motor, 6 inch pump body, 11KW inverter.
2)Rated flow: 30 m³/h ,Rated head:110m
3)18KW solar panel ,36V 300W/pcs,total 60pcs.15pcs in series as a group,4 group in parallel.
4)complete solar pump system include solar panel ,motor,pump body,inverter,fixing frame structure
for solar panel ,junction box,confluence box (need if solar panel total power >18KW),PV cables
connecting solar panel,3 lines core cables connecting motor,well level sensor,reservior lever
sensor,male-female MC4 connector,MC4 branch connector,cables for level sensor,pipes.
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■ Questionnaire of how to choose the best suitable solar pumps.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Required water flow.
Average sunlights at day.
Well depth.
Vertical height from water level to ground
Vertical height from located solar pump to water level in well.
Vertical height from ground to tank (if have).
The diameter of well.
Distance from well to tank( if have)

F= _______m³/hour
S= _______ hours
H1= _______ meters
H2= _______ meters
H3= _______ meters
H4= _______ meters
D= ________ inch
L= ________ meters

According to the required water flow (m³/h) and head ( H2+43+H4),the best model of solar
pumps can be choosed below.
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■ Applications in the world
Agricultural Irrigation in Pakistan

Project Location: Pakistan
Project Background: Pakistan is a large agricultural country, 70% of the population engages in
agriculture-related fields.Nowadays Pakistan uses diesel three-phase generator to irrigate. In this
way, maintenance cost of system is high and it is noisy and it pollutes the environment seriously.
Meanwhile it also has potential security risk because of the storage of diesel.
Solution: Adopting solar pumping irrigation system instead of traditional diesel generator. Our
system has no maintenance and fully automatic running; it leads to automation and mechanization.
Economic Benefits: The system can generate electricity 14 600 kWh annually, in its 25 years
lifetime, the system can save standard coal up to 137.2 tons, reduce emission of CO₂60.4 tons,
SO₂2.75 tons, smoke2.06 tons, lime ash 35.7tons. Solar power replaces the traditional power,
diesel power generation and other traditional irrigation model.Solar pumping system can develop
agricultural low-carbon economy and upgrade agriculture and industry. Green and pollution-free
solar pumping technologies can save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emission. Then
government will save the cost of power grid construction, farmers do not pay the electricity bills, do
not burn diesel,and do not need to maintain the solar system and it helps to enhance agricultural
production efficiency and reduce the burden on farmers, so as to improve the local farmers' life.
Social Benefits: Turning to the current energy crisis in Pakistan, Musharraf, the former president of
Pakistan, said:“Pakistan is facing energy crisis.We earnestly hope to look for the suitable way and
partners to resolve the recent energy crisis.” He also said: “Pakistan is a populous, large
agricultural country. Developing modern agriculture,improving the efficiency of agricultural
production are prerequisite and the strong guarantee of economic development.”
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Daily Water Supply Pumping System in Kampala Uganda

Project Location: Countryside of Kampala Uganda
Project Background: Uganda has abundant solar source where the sunshine time reaches 2957
hours per year and more than 8 hours per day averagely. Comparing to Solar energy, electrical
energy has a big problem, the grid could cover few places, and the price of electrical gets higher.
The price of diesel and oil reached the highest ever.In this situation, solar system will be
government’s first choice.
Solution: Solar water pumping system was adopted for the project solving the daily water
supplying and agricultural irrigation.
Economic Benefit: New solar pumping technology is adopted to reduce the carbon emission and
save energy, no diesel,no maintenance, no bill on power supply, and no burden on farmers, and
livings as well as farming are improved.The government saves capital on the power grid
construction. The system generates power of 27375 kWh every year.During 25 years lifetime of our
system it will save coal 257.3 tons; and reduce carbon emission 113.2 tons,sulfur dioxide 5.1 tons,
dust 3.9 tons and lime ash 66.9 tons.
Social Benefit: A “renewable energy committee” was built by the local government for promoting
the solar power pump.
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